Patriots' Graves Decorated by Legion
And Allied Organizations in District
Flowers Placed in Cemeteries, Strewed on Water
And Dropped From Planes in Preliminary Observance of Memorial Day.

The American Legion and other veterans' organizations held a number of ceremonies to decorate
the graves of Civil War soldiers, with flowers placed in cemeteries, strewed on water,
and dropped from planes in the Preliminary Observance of Memorial Day.

SAMUEL P. C. THOMAN
BURIED IN CEDAR HILL
President Mason and Others Bury
Standards Bearer Dead
Petticoat Nite.

Robert C. Thompson, a prominent Mason and
a respected member of the community, was buried
in Cedar Hill Cemetery.

LEIA BADLY CRUSHED.
President minutely Wrote Wound in Elevator Shaft.
A. J. DAVIS.

A woman, Leia, was severely
injured in an elevator shaft accident.

GAME PROCTOR DIES.
Former Representative Dies
Nixed for Animal Park.
CAPTAIN, Yes, It's a Championship.

A former representative
who was involved in
animal rights matters,
died from injuries sustained
in a hunting accident.

PLANT HEALTHY DAIRIES.
Maryland authorities seek
elimination of tuberculosis.

Efforts to plant healthy dairies
and eliminate tuberculosis
were made by Maryland authorities.

POLICE SEEK CHICKENS.
On Leadfooted for 500 Miles From
Noon to Southwest.

The police were searching
for a missing chicken
that had been reported
missing.

BENES SEE MASARY.
Dictator, New State Heads Meet
Many to be a Success.

Benes and Masary meet
in a successful conference.

LEAVE 32 DESCENDANTS.
Mrs. Sarah Ann pew's Cosmetic
Streets for More.

Sarah Ann pew's
left 32 descendants.

LOCAL GUARDMEN
60 TO CAMP SIMMS
Will Here Next Week's Target Practice
Full Pay—Operate Joint Miss.

FIFTY MEN IN DETENTION
Extra Pay Authorizes For Those Who Quality.

A detachment of fifty men
were authorized for
extra pay due to
their service.

SOMETHING NEW FOR THE RING.
John's New Ring
Dozen for Each.

A new ring for the
boxing ring.

EVENING MEETING
Pastor B. B. Brown holds
Church's second service.

A meeting held by
Pastor B. B. Brown.

ALL PARTICIPANTS IN A NEW GLORY.
These were the words of
President Coolidge at the
Capitol as he participated
in the dedication of the
Memorial to the Dead.

A new glory for all.

TO SPEND THE SUMMER IN EUROPE.
Mrs. Coolidge and her maid,
plan to spend the summer months
in Europe.

A trip to Europe planned.

PUTTING WREATHS ON MONUMENT.
President Coolidge laid
the wreaths, and other
officials joined in.

Wreaths were placed on
the monument.

MISSING A WEDDING.
Miss Hattie Alden, who
was to marry yesterday,
the ceremony was
postponed.

A wedding postponed.

NEW LYNCH-OUT IN HALF DECK TIME.
Frederick D. Reno, in
charge of investigations
at the Department of Justice,
took two men to court
for lynching.

A lynching investigation.

STUDY THE PAST.
The Surgeon General, in
the Army, reviewed
the past.

A study of the past.